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Abstract. The magnetosphe.ric response m the solar wind 
•.•.• , as represented by • time series measurements of the 
AE 'm•x, has been examined using phase space reconstruc- 
.•d-:•n •hnktues. The system was found to behave as a low- 
•{-•m•. nsional chaotic system with a fractal dimension of 3.6 
ß .red has a Kolmogorov entropy <0.2/min. Tt•se are i•cafive 
.•at t•e dynamics of the sysmm can be adequate!y described 
•by f.mir independent variables and a correspon•ng intrinsic 
6..n• sc•e is of the order of 5 min. The relevance of the 
re.•lts m magnetospheric _modelling is discusse& 

Introduction 

• earth's magnetosphere is a complex, non!i-• dy- 
•.•ical system wMch responds in a relatively tinpredictable 
f•him to variations of the solar wind energy input. There 
is e•dence [Gonzalez et al., !989] that tt• southwa• com- 
•e.nt of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is a key 
pa•-•:mrr•r that controls the solar wind input. Many indices, 
e.,g, AE, A U, AL, D•t, K p, etc. are used to ch.aracterize 
.•'•;the .magnetospheric response .to this solar wind input. Each 
.me _..menures a different type of resprmse [Mayand, 19.80; 
Baam'•n, 19'861. The auroral electrojet (AE) index is 
a •.:ma.sm of the horizontal current strength flowing in the 
:• ionosphere. It is often taken as the substorm index. 

,.Many emph-ical and physical models attempt to study the 
mspcm.m of AE to the IMF variations [Clatter et al., I983; 
'. -.•tze et •., 1985; Kamide and Slavin, i986] us'rag lin- 
ear prediction filter techniques. Most r•<enfiy, Tsm,atani et 
al. [I99•] examined t• F•er transfore of the AE time 
•s and correlated it m the IMF spectrum. The msu!ts of 

::•e studies indiesre: i), the absence of pefi• or quasiperi- 
,-•. '.•:havior. Rather, the power is always ccmcentrated in 
'f.• t, oa•est •uency suggesting an apedc•c behavior (ei .ther 
•½•.•erministic•haofic or random); ii) a lff power s.•x:tru.m, 
'." far m O•e IMF spectrum, at lo..w _•uencies (f<6.10-•Hz) 
m• a .bve• near 6.!0 -• Hz followed by a 1/f z=-z4 spec- 
•.•.• •m. Namely, -the magnetosphere is a Icrsv-pass filter and 
m in• d .•amics cones tt• high f•requency behavior. 
:•'•,F• :•tt• m}•ysics point of view the "inte .real d .ynami½s" 
}s..cam..posed of a complex of interactions which inv•ve phe- 
': :.:• such as mc•ficafions in the i ..onosp .hen'c conductiv- 
•, crr•-•l era'rant •m•fion or t •g ,.mlxle Nsmb•ifies, 
.fi.•::•ali ...gned currents, ..anomalous rresisfivi• or •ble layers, 
•. AI/15•h prog•ss in u '.•rsmnding "t•se n•r•m,,ena has 
• made, we m still far from .produ•in;'g quantitative .pre- 
':•;•ti.• m•.•ls of the ;mr [Buffer and .:' .Papa. d•ulos, 
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1984]. The techniqms described above reve•ed the presence 
of multiple time scales but could not assess the dynamos re- 
sponsible for the obse•ed output. It is the ••e of this 
letter to propose a different type of analysis a• modell• g of 
the data that describe the magnetospheric response b ..ased on 
recent developments in the study of phase ,spaces of lnoa_inear 
systems [Mayer-Kress, 19861. 

Until recently nonlinear systems with :-••c be•hav- 
ior, such as the magne,•l•ere, were •• im • of 
power spectra or correhtion functions. However, w.hi• 
tral studies are s•table for t• study , .and classifim.tion of 
perk•ic, quasiperiodic or-random systems, they are unable 
to provide . .meaningful information for a wkle class of sys- 
tems known today as "c'_ .haofic" systems. in s•h systems vhe 
broadhaM s.pectra and ' •mrkan" behavior apparent 'm snap- 
shots or time series, -are the convinces of a_peri•c 
ministic motion with extreme sensitivity to i•tial • 'nons 
rather than stoch.asfic behavior. In the past few • 
niques have been developed which •ow us • &rive quanti- 
ties assr•ia.ted with the phase-.,space evolution of the 
and its associated geomet•. • quantifies are -knom as 
dimensions, emropies, Lya!xm ,nov exponen• •and singul•.•ty 
spectra [Farmer et al., !983; Mayer-Kress, 1986]. A ,;varec of 
these quant•es is that t!•y provide s;nnple, g!oba1 _•a• 
1o•cally invariant informatioa. The 'dm•n•, for examp•, 
with wh;mh we deal mainly in this •per, is a sing•-•rr• .bet 
information on *• system. It represents • minkm-.• 
of i•pendem variables 'that can describe the syaem. Ft•- 
tt'mmore, from the point of view of ana!y -•g ex•_ •'•aml 
dam, these quantifies have • v'mne that •y m be 
culat-• easily frmn 'time series even from a single 
variable. In this l•per we presem an •ysis of fin• 
des of the AE index using nonFme• ':•cal tecb•ues. 
The •ysis demonsms .that magnetos•c behavior as 
repre:'sented by the AE index ia a 1ow••siorM ...•attract• 
•and •us amenable to fu•,r dyn:,,amical ,analysis, ',h v•w 
of the novelty of such tec•iq•s in the s!mce physics com- 
munity we present in the next seerios a mmewMt exmnded 
description of t• time-,,.•s analysis tecl,m'•. 

Nonlinear Ti•-Series Av,•ysis 

A •ssipafive sysmm, such as t• 
the ,property that its phase space vol; 
system ap •.•:hes its asymptotic sta•. 
is called • attractor •and ,,may •ge_••y 

!f we conskt• • a,mact :c• as a 'set • 
,t'• phase space ..•n by a -wel!•fi .• 
assign m it a num• called i• di:•nsion. 
tums out m be a I..'o• ..•.nd in the n•• 
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this positive-definite dimension is fractional (in which case 
the attractor is a so-called fractal set) then the bound is the 
next highest integer. Also a fractional dimension is indicative 
of chaotic dynamics governing the motion on the attractor 
(quasi- or periodic motion is revealed by integer dimension). 
The presence and degree of chaos in the system can then be 
quantified by different diagnostics, such as the Kolmogomv 
entropy. 

The dimension and entropy are found from the system's 
evolution in phase space. Experimentally we often have ac- 
cess to time series of only one or few variables, but this 
obstacle can be overcome if the system variables are suf- 
ficiently coupled. In such cases the time delay embedding 
technique [Takens, 198 !] is an appropriate method for using 
the time series data to reconstruct the phase space and obtain 
its characteristic quantities. 

Following this method we construct an m-component 
"state" vector Xi from a time series x(t) as 

{xt ...Xm 

where Xk (ti)=X (t;i -1- (k- 1)r) and r is an appropriate time 
delay (of the order of characteristic physical time scales). In 
this reconstructed phase space the distribution of state vectors 
is directly related to the sought dimension. By defining a suit- 
able quantity that depends on the distribution and examining 
its scaling with distance in phase space, one can extract the 
value of the dimension. Here we use the correlation integral 
[Grassberger and Procaccia 1983a] defined for N vectors dis- 
tributed in an m-dimensional space as a function of distance r: 

N N 
. 

(2 (r; m) = Nh•m• •-{ E Y• O (r- [ Xi- Xj !) 
i=t j=l 

where O is the Heavyside step function. If the number 
of points is large enough, as assumed above, this distri- 
bution will obey a power-law scaling with r for small r: 
C (r; m) • r", where v is the correlation dimension, defined 
as 

v = lim log C (r; m) 
r-.0 log r 

As we increase our control parameter m, the correlation 
dimension is seen to converge to its true value. Generally 
v.<_m •ith the equality holding when there is no attractor • 
the system explores the available state space, as in the case 
of random or "noisy" systems with many degrees of freedom. 

From the correlation integrals it is straightforward to de- 
termine the K• enu'opy [Grassberger and Procac½ia, 1983b]: 

C (r;m) = nm m r-•O r 

where r is the sampSng rate. This entropy is a lower 
bound of the Kolmogorov entropy which measures the ram 
of loss of information, or difference of evolution between 
almost identical initial conditions. When Ke is finite, the 
Kolmogorov entropy is nonzero, and the system is chaotic; if 
K2 is infinite the system is random (nondeterministic). The 
inverse of this entropy is a timescale over which .we can 
accumm!y predict the behavior of the system. 

AE index and Magnetospheric activity 
As mentioned in the introduction the AE index is a con- 

venient characterization of the magnetospheric activity 
interpreted as a measure of substorm activity 
19861. In this paper, time series of AE data 
were used to study •e no_nlinear dynamical 'pmper•s 
nerospheric activity using the above methrxis, T•se 
fleet the activity observed during the first 21 day's of 
1983 averaged over ! minute intervals, a total of 30 
We chose the sampling time small enough m be able 
solve the time scales of substorms and related magne••/• 
phenomena. The time series is slmwn in Figure 1 
tains several distinct peri•ods of various activity levels. 
data were exm'med in segments of 5 kmin long 
homogene.s activity, except for the most a• 
at 21-27 kmin, which was examined as a whole, A 
of activity was assigned to each segment using • 
occurence percentage [Bargatze et al., 1985]. 
pairs of successive segments were compared m 
variation of results with the segment length N. 

Fig. 1. The time series of the AE index for 1- 21 lm•:• 
!983, with 1 min. resolution. 

Each data set was embedded in a rec•ns•• sta•e• 
using the method of time delays [Takens, !981]. 
serving that results varied little with the time •elay 
range of 5 to 30 minutes) r was fixed to 10 min. !n 
dimensional state space the correlation integra! 
and Procaccia, !983a1 is formed and p!mted a.• 
log-log diagram. The erin'elation dimension can 
culated in different ways as the slope of t!• 
curve. Our favorite was a least squares fit, although 
methods of linear regression gave very •milar 
a chaotic sysmm as m is raised v grows .and .then 
Indeed v •ways conve• rapidly for the AE data :m 
ber between 3 and 4 (see Figure 2). Fi ..gum 3 giv• a 
attractor dimension versus .activity, e,ach •int c .• 
to a different data segment. All points a• cmta: •.med 
3 and 4, inde.pe•ntly of activity, Mth an aYem •.ge 
3.6, Longer data sets (the most .,active set. 21-2'7 
the concatenated sets) also fall in the same mn..ge• 
for a few segments the activity w• parficu•la•!y 
e.g. the in•terval !5-• kmin (•gure !). As a res:,•t 
serv• at&mr is deformed •and not pr•uh:• w:i:.• 
poinm. Unless [he numar of points is inc•-..ased • 
-are pixar and there is no convergence m a low 
value as the •m !,ink random m' the c:orre!a7,,• a• 
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Fig. 2. The attractor dimension v is seen m saturate (here to 
3•6) as t• dimensi• m of the embedding space is increased. 
.• •ta come from the 0-5 kmin segment of •e data in Fig. 
1. ,Tie s•ght line corresponds to the dimension exhibited 
'•:• a •• or noisy system. 

Fig, 3, The attractor dimension v converges between 3 and 
4 for all •ta segments and is •ot• here versus an estimate 
,•,d•ek activi• level. 

A ,• way •m correct this is to shift the time interval until 
•,• •dvi• is again sufficiently uniform. 

,'rl• sensitivity of the correlation-•ensim me ,• to 
ex•.-tmmd, ,noise was also ,tes• Such noise could be :the 

o• •u•t of a ran• process or poor m•m'ement condi'dons. 
,•• moise was added to the original :meas•ments and 

:.• dependence of the •mension on its level was measured. 
.•$ is i, •hown for two d/ffe•nt sets of data (0-5 kmin and 
2!-27 krnin) in Figure 4; here the noise level has been 
.... ai:• to t• activity of each sa_mple (83 nT and 292 
•T, ms;•,•vely). Initially until 3-4% of ,the activi• level the 
•:?•••i.ou estimate stays almost consmat, but • it •creams 
a •, t li•!y with noise. For a finite ,•ta •t the rate of 
':;; '• ,a• a!so '•nds on its length. The inv •,ariance of the 
a<.•a> ;am to small levels of noise is' ,•..cafive of •_e accuracy 
:-• •;:• m•t•; .similarly •,•e •nsifiviry of • result to kfigher 
m'• ,•e:ls proves •e quality of (tow-n•se),data. 

',T{• e•,.•,u•y K• as defin• above ,:was also, compacted for 
"• •:•nt • 10 kmin (Fio•m 5). '3• !L•.•s are parameffi, .zed 

Fig. 4. Effect of noise of 'the dime,r•on ,,esfima,•s for 
two se•ents Mth quite •ffemnt 
0-5•, circles: 21-27•'m). For each • ,the • level 
is normal' .•xt to the activity level of 
292 nT. 

by r-values, which grow from top m bottom. For too 'low r's 
the s•sfics do r• allow for good conv••e; •fore 
ouly r-v•ues above a chosen •sho!d • showu. 
value found for the entropy, 0.2/min, •has • 'unit 
imp,Hcatious. A fi•te enu•y suggests that • time 
data does r, ot rapresent a random sysiem. but • a c 
oue. Secor, dly the '• sc,ale -•teristk oœ • s• is 

-5 rains. 

1.4 

1,2 

5 !0 15 2O 

Fig, 5. Couverge 'nee • tl• entropy K= with the em• be&ti• 
dLmension m from the first 10 kmin of the time o,,eries. T• 

convince value, 0,2 rain -i, is an estLma• 
mogorov entropy of ,the signal. 

Su_mm,• ,and Discu:•icm 

space of' •:• ma.j•tosph/• ,•,• ,,•• as ••'• by ,':• AE 

:.• n• • •.•, but 
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or strong random components is verified by tests using this 
method as well as by other diagnostics (e.g., the continuum 
nature of the power spectrum; the finite value, 0.2/m/n, of the 
K2 entropy). Secondly, the low dimension indicates that the 
system can be described by four independent variables. By 
"system" we do not mean t_he global magnetosphere but only 
its response as represented by the AE index. Both findings 
encourage recent attempts [Baker eta!., !990] at constructing 
simple, deterministic models of the loading-unloading process 
in the magnetosphere that yield chaotic behavior for a broad 
range of parameters. 

It is important, before closing, to address the relevance 
question. Are analyses such as the one presented here simple 
intellectual curiosifies or can they lead to advances in under- 
standing and modeling of the magnetosphere? At present the 
only honest answer is "we do not know but it is worth explor- 
ing". The fact that a low-dimensional system was identified in 
the study encourages us to proceed further. If a higher dimen- 
sion had been found (say, v> 10) the system would be best 
dressed by conventional statistical techniques. The next step 
in the analysis is to identify the appropriate variables and to 
infer possible forms for the system's evolution equation. This 
requires a combination of physical understanding along with 
nonlinear analysis. For the case considered here, we note 
that the AE index is a measure of overall geomagnetic activ- 
ity in the aurora/region and is derived from measurements 
of the north-south components of magnetic field fluctuations 
at a number of ground stations. These fluctuations are due 
to the electrojet current whose strength is proportional to the 
precipitation process and the strength of the parallel electric 
field. Further these currents lead to heating of the ionospheric 
plasma, thus affecting the magnetic and electric fields. From 
these considerations, a choice of the physical variables could 
be the north-south and vertical magnetic fields, the parallel 
electric field and the plasma temperature. We do not expect 
the solar wind to belong to this set of variables because it pos- 
sesses features of a rundom process associated with a large 
number of degrees of freedom (indeed the corresponding di- 
mension v does not seem to converge to a small value). With 
this or another choice of variables, the techniques for the 
construction of equations of motion [Crutchfield and McNa- 
mara, 1987] may be used to construct a model whose phase 
space can then be compared to the one reconsumcted from 
•e AE data. This work is in progress and results from such 
an attempt will be presented in a future paper. 
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